Xmas gift ideas

Euan and Emma extend Seasons
Greetings to you all and thank you for
your continued custom.
Check out
Emma’s Festive Season gift ideas on our
web site. There’s a host of items under
$100 that might solve those difficult to
find stocking fillers. We are always happy
to find way more expensive items but
can’t guarantee that they will fit in a
stocking… We’ve added PayPal to our
payments options for those of you want
added security with web transactions.

Susan McCulloch’s visit
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It was quite a change to have a guest speaker
to officially launch an exhibition. Acclaimed
arts writer and critic Susan McCulloch spoke
enthusiastically of the Warlpiri paintings in our
recent Warlukurlangu Wonders show. Signed
copies of her Contemporary Aboriginal Art
book are available from stock along with
her 2009 Art Diary and Encyclopedia of
Australian Art.

Dennis Nona

We have the last 4 of the editions of
DN100 Puuni Pan (Lightning) and DN053
Awai Tithuyil (Pelican Constellation) in stock.
Both have been extremely popular and are
superb examples of his etching and linocut
expertise. He has just produced some wonderful
bronze Bu – trumpet shells. These are accessible in size
at 160mm H x 400mm L x 180mm W and also in price
at $7500 each. Numbers 3/12 and 4/12 of the edition are
available from us now.

Local artists
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Mick Quilliam and Ros Langford have
both been painting solidly in recent
weeks. One of Mick’s Grass Tree
paintings took just 3 minutes from its
arrival in the gallery to sell to a lucky
German visitor. Our web site has just
been updated extensively to show the
new works.
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Desert Mob

Our acquisitions from the recent Desert
Mob exhibition have just arrived and are
available for purchase. Artists selected were
Ruby Williamson, Tjaduwa Woods, Andrew
Mitchell, Christobell Briscoe, Nyurapayia
Bennett Nampitjinpa and Minyawe Miller.
Wonderful pieces!

Upcoming exhibitions

We have an exciting lot of exhibitions
scheduled including Naïve but Nice this
month, Ikuntji Icons from Haasts Bluff in
January, The Gang comes to Hobart with
Lockhart River works in February and Mick
Quilliam has another solo with us in March.

Ronnie Tjampitjinpa
Born about 1943 in Pintupi
country Ronnie was one of
the first artists painting at
Papunya in the early 1970's.
His paintings bear little or no
description as they feature
secret and sacred imagery
of events that occurred in
Ancestral times in his country
around Kintore, NT. His works
have been collected far and
wide - from the Louvre in
Paris to the Holmes a Court
Collection,

the

National

Gallery of Australia to almost
every Australian state art
gallery. His recent paintings
well reflect his great talent.

AM 6048/08
Ronnie Tjampitjinpa Fire Dreaming 2008
Acrylic on Galacia linen 1650 x 1980mm $12500

AM 6022/08
Ronnie Tjampitjinpa Fire Dreaming 2008
Acrylic on linen 1570 x 1200mm $7000

AM 6047/08
Ronnie Tjampitjinpa Moon Dreaming 2008
Acrylic on Galacia linen 1200 x 1250mm $7000

